We describe a novel on-line file access predictol; Recent 
Introduction and Motivation
File access behavior is not random, it is driven by application programs and user behavior. This fact, coupled with the growing performance bottleneck of computer storage systems, has resulted in a significant amount of research into improving file system behavior through predicting future access events. Latency is an ever-increasing component of data access costs, which in turn are usually the bottleneck for modem high performance systems. The ability to predict future data accesses is an important approach to addressing this growing problem. For this reason, accurate access predictors are very desirable for data storage systems.
In predictive prefetching. file access prediction models are usually coupled with a cache to allow the retrieval of data into a high-speed cache before it is actually requested. Predictive prefetching requires the prediction of sequences of file accesses far enough in advance to avoid the predictions being untimely. With bursty requests for data, predicting the next request is not useful if the actual request arrives as quickly as the prediction is available. More recent work [ 11 has used prediction models to determine interfile relationships, the cache is modified to utilize such relationship information in fetching preconstructed groups of highly related files. Such a grouping approach avoids the timeliness requirements of predictive caching, and yet is dependent on the quality and nature of the relationship information. It is therefore increasingly important to have efficient file access predictors that are useful for maintaining inter-file relationship information, this information can be used to perform grouping and further-reaching predictions.
Another form of increased latency can be seen in mobile computing environments, where a disconnection is a potentially unbounded data access latency. If the requested data is not available locally, an unavoidable wait for the next available network connection (in the case of wireless networks this could be a weak and unreliable link), or the physical shipping of media, is incurred. Even if high-speed network connectivity is continuously available, traveling to a geographically distant location could impose significant latency. Even with the fastest networks, and best compression algorithms, a significant latency can be encountered by mobile users. The ability to hoard data on a mobile computer's local storage goes a long way toward freeing the user from dependence on the (possibly non-existent) network connection. An important step in developing fully automated file hoarding algorithms is the ability to automatically identify strong relationships between files. The accurate prediction of the successor relationship between files is one such mechanism for identifying strong inter-file relationships, and is a direct application of the models we discuss below. Prior works on mobile file hoarding such as Coda [7] and Seer [lo] have made significant strides in automating the process of file hoarding, yet sufficient automation remains an elusive goal.
We revisit the file access predictor, Noah [3] , and introduce a new predictor, Recent Popularity, both of which are very well suited for identifying inter-file relationships. We demonstrate how the definition of prediction accuracy needs to be expanded when predictors are used to estimate interfile relationships. We go on to demonstrate how Noah and Recent Popularity can allow the adjustment of their predictions' average accuracy using a simple numeric parameter.
Prediction and Predictors
Our goal is to develop an accurate on-line file access predictor that maintains limited per-file state information, and yet can be used as the basis for determining strong inter-file relationships with a high degree of certainty. As illustrated in Figure 1 the role of a predictor in our model is to observe a file access sequence, and for each file access offer a prediction for the following file to be accessed. Such a predictor is allowed to maintain a limited amount of additional metadata, preferably on a per-file basis. We start with a discussion of two baseline models that represent two extremes in adaptability. These baseline models offer a successor prediction for every file that is not being encountered for the first time. ' When used to indicate inter-file relationships a predictor should be able to indicate whether it is confident in the prediction it is offering. Our prediction models, Noah and Recent Popularity, have the ability to decline offering a prediction, or more precisely they are capable of indicating whether or not they have confidence in their prediction.
This difference between predictions and guesses indicates a distinction between the number of events correctly predicted, and the number of predictions made correctly. For this purpose we start with a discussion of prediction accuracy in which we define general and specijic prediction accuracy to measure these different goals. We then describe two baseline models for comparison, and go on to describe our predictors which are capable of trading num-'No on-line predictor can be expected to offer predictions for accesses to files that have not been previously encountered.
ber of predictions made for increased prediction accuracy. These predictors are Noah and Recent Popularity, both of which can perform this trade-off with the adjustment of a single parameter. Recent Popularity has the additional ability to increase the amount of per-file metadata for better performance.
Prediction Accuracy
Prediction accuracy is defined as the ratio of events correctly predicted to all events encountered. For file successor prediction, we distinguish two forms of accuracy: general and specific accuracy. We define general accuracy as the ratio of file access events correctly predicted to the total number of events. Specific accuracy is defined as the ratio of correct file access predictions to the number of predictions offered by the prediction model. This is a particularly important distinction for our predictors, Noah and Recent Popularity, due to their ability to trade improved accuracy for a reduction in the total number of events predicted For both predictors this trade-off is controlled using a single numeric parameter.
Our predictors do not actually reduce the number of predictions to improve accuracy, they merely reduce the number of predictions that are offered with confidence. They will offer a successor prediction for any event that has been observed at least once in the past, but if greater accuracy is required, then they will offer fewer predictions that satisfy the prediction criteria. The ratio of such "confident" predictions to the number of events will be defined as prediction coverage. We shall see in the experimental sections below that it is possible to decrease specific inaccuracy to as low as 2%, while sacrificing less than 40% prediction coverage, which is equivalent to being correct 98% of the time for more than 60% of all file access events.
Baseline Models
In prior work [2, 31 we have observed that files can be divided into two general categories, those that have a strong successor relationship to a fixed successor file, and those whose successor varies considerably for each file access. This fact can be captured using two simple successor predictors, the last and first successor predictors.
The Last Successor policy takes the most recently observed successor of file A as the successor prediction for the next occurrence of A. Lei and Duchamp used such a predictor as a baseline model [ l l ] for comparison against their approach to file prefetching. Kroeger and Long [81 presented a more careful analysis of file access prediction, recognizing a surprisingly high accuracy for this predictor. They noted that when a file prediction scheme is only asked to provide a single candidate for the next event, the last-successor scheme is almost as likely to provide the right candidate as far more elaborate schemes used in predictive prefetching [9, 11, 6] .
The First Successor policy takes the first observed successor of file A as the successor prediction for all subsequent occurrences of A. Although this may not appear to be a promising policy, file access events are highly related, and both first and last successor are effective at capturing many inter-file relationships. Whereas last successor could capture changes in inter-file relationships over time, and demonstrated better overall performance, first successor was found to outperform last successor for a substantial fraction of files [2]. This can be understood by considering an access sequence such as:
This is an extreme example, for which a last successor predictor would be incorrect for 100% of file A's successors, whereas an unchanging guess would be incorrect only 50% of the time.
Noah
Noah is a more elaborate predictor which we have presented in prior work [ 31. The main innovation of Noah is the extension of the last successor model to filter out noise in the observed access stream, combining the dynamic adaptability of last successor with the prudence of the fist suc-
Noah is based on the intuition that noise is detrimental to the quality of any deductions made from dynamic observations. It ignores observations that vary too rapidly, effectively acting as a low-pass filter. Given an access sequence such as:
Last successor would make two prediction errors for the one occurrence of a successor other than B, and the first successor model would be completely incorrect if B was not the successor of A upon its first occurrence. As with the lastsuccessor model, Noah maintains a record of the last file to be a successor to the current file, but it also keeps track of a current successor prediction, which is updated to become the last-successor only if the last successor is observed to have been correct for a stability count number of accesses. The required stability is a parameter of the Noah predictor. Algorithm 1 illustrates the procedural behavior of Noah successor predictors.
With this stability parameter, Noah is able to demand greater certainty of a successor prediction before it is offered as anything more than a good guess. While the lastsuccessor updates its prediction with every access to a file, and the first successor never updates its initial prediction, Noah will update a file's successor if a new successor is observed consistently for a stability number of accesses. If this criteria is not satisfied, then the unchanged prediction by Noah is considered a guess, and not a prediction offered with any confidence.
Recent Popularity (Best j of k)
Our new predictor provides the stability benefits of Noah while allowing for faster adaptation to workload changes.
For the list of k most recently observed successors of a file, we select as a prediction the most popular file. We offer this successor as a prediction if it occurs at least j times in this list. Figure 2 illustrates the operation of recent popularity using an example sequence. The prediction offered by recent popularity with parameters j and k is denoted as Bestj k (XIS), where S is the observed sequence and X is the current file for which we are making a successor prediction. In the figure we have extracted the lists of immediate successors for each file encountered, and offer example predictions for successors of the file B. Out of the most recent six successors of B the majority is a tie between A and C, each of which occurs three times. The prediction, Best3,p(BIS), is made as A as it occurs more recently than C, recency is the tie-breaker. Best4,f&3IS) offers no prediction with confidence, as the most popular of the last six successors, A, occurs less than four times.
The final example chooses C as the Best4,p prediction, as it occurs the most frequently among the last nine successors of B. By increasing the value of k recent popularity takes a majority of a larger sample. This increases the amount of metadata required per-file, but as we will see below, our experimental results show that larger samples result in better majority-based predictions. Increasing the j parameter makes the prediction criterion more stringent, acting in a similar manner to the stability parameter 
Empirical Evaluation
Using file system traces we ran experiments to evaluate the general accuracy, prediction coverage, and specific accuracy of our predictors. We compared these results for Noah and recent popularity with the baseline models. We start with experiments that demonstrate the limited variability of file successors. These experiments show that per-file tracking of a very limited number of successors is enough to cover almost all successors that can be predicted by the best possible on-line predictor. For the accuracy and prediction coverage results we will actually plot inaccuracy and omissions. We demonstrate that increasing Noah's stability parameter progressively reduces specific inaccuracy (increases specific accuracy), while simultaneously reducing prediction coverage (increases prediction omissions).
We will demonstrate similar behavior for recent popularity, with the added benefit of consistently improved general accuracy.
Experimental Workloads
Simulations were run on file system traces gathered using Carnegie Mellon University's DFSTrace system [ 
141.
The tests covered five systems for durations ranging from a single day to over a year. The traces represent varied workloads, particularly rrwzart a personal workstation, ives, a system with the largest number of users, dvorak a system with the largest proportion of write activity, and barber a server with the highest number of system calls per second. For clarity we will refer to these traces as workstation, users, write, and server respectively. These traces provide To eliminate any interleaving issues. these UCB traces were processed to represent the workloads of individual workstations, and simulations were run against both instructional and research machines.
Successor Behavior
Analysis of the workloads demonstrated that file successors show limited variability, and suggest that recency of occurrence is the most consistent and accurate indicator of subsequent occurrence. As an upper bound on how much metadata is needed to track file successors Figure 3 shows a CDF plot of the number of unique successors observed for all files accessed in the CMU workstation workload. The data is representative of the other workloads and indicates that over a week, 80% of files have fewer than ten unique successors, and more than 90% of files have less than twenty unique successors. These results are typical over all traces examined for durations ranging from a week to year. For shorter durations (a day or less) there is noticeably less variation, with 90% of files having less than 10 successors. Capturing most inter-file relationships should therefore require a reasonably limited amount of per-file metadata.
The CDF plot of Figure 3 suggests that tracking a relatively small number of successors per file is likely to capture placement, and recency tie-breakers.
Optimal -an oracle that has perfect knowledge of successor events, and will make an accurate prediction if the event to follow has ever occurred previously within window size events of the current event. This yields the best performance possible by any on-line algorithm in this application. Figure 4 gives an indication of the effectiveness of a limited amount of per-file state in capturing possible successors. The most important result of Figure 4 is how low the m i s s rates of even the simplest schemes are for window sizes of as few as five successors. With as few as five or six successors, all schemes were generally comparable to the optimal on-line policy. Figure 4 shows that it is possible to capture most likely successors for a file in a very small window, with near-optimal accuracy, and utilizing minimal metadata updates. These results support the claim that successor variability is generally low, and the consistent superiority of LRU suggests that recency may be the best indication of a successor's future importance. Figure 5 shows the general inaccuracy of Noah compared to the first and last successor models. The x axis represents increasing values for stability from zero to ten. It should be noted that when Noah uses a stability value of zero its behavior is equivalent to that of the last successor model. They axis represents the percentage of all file access events not correctly predicted or guessed by the predictors. Last and first successor are indicated as constant values, as they have no parameters and are only affected by the workload. For general accuracy, the best performance of Noah is found with a stability value of one. This means the most events can be predicted correctly if we employ a last successor policy that waits for one further access before changing its successor prediction. The performance gain for the more adaptable last successor model is more pronounced for the server workload than the workstation workload, yet for both workloads we see a further 3 to 5% performance improvement when using Noah. In this and most following figures we only present results for the workstation and server workloads, but they are representative of all workloads tested. In Figure 6 , the x axis represents Noah's stability, while on the y axis we plot the percentage of events for which Noah and the baseline models could not offer a confident prediction. The baseliie models always offer a confident prediction when a prediction is possible. The prediction omissions of 2 to 3% (prediction coverage of 97 to 98%) plotted for the baseline models represent the percentage of file access events that presented the predictors with a new file, never encountered before. As expected for Noah, the percentage of omitted predictions increases as the required stability is increased. Figure 6 indicated that increasing the required stability to ten increased the percentage of predictions not made to the range of 40 to 50%. This may seem like a substantial price to pay, but by considering Figure 7 we see what this reduction in predictions offers in return. Figure 7 plots the specific inaccuracy of Noah compared to the baseline models. The x axis again represents stability values. The most impressive thing to note on this graph is the rapid reduction in specific inaccuracy. With stability values starting around four, we quickly see Noah's specific prediction inaccuracy reduced to as little as 2 to 4%. This means that 96 to 98% In short, by increasing the stability parameter of Noah we are able to reduce specific prediction inaccuracy to as low as 2% while still offering predictions for more than two thirds of all access events encountered. Noah's failing appears to be in the general inaccuracy results, for which we do not see a consistent behavior for increased stability values.
The Accuracy of Noah

The Accuracy of Recent Popularity
Noah's problem of nondecreasing general inaccuracy is not faced when using recent popularity, which shows more monotonic general inaccuracy trends. Recent popularity simultaneously allows greater control over the trade-off with prediction coverage. Figure 8 shows the general inaccuracy of recent popularity compared to the first and last successor models. The x axis represents increasing values for the required majority cannot require a majority greater than the number of successors maintained, the quorum cannot be greater than the total number of members.
The most important feature of Figure 8 is how consistent the reduction in general inaccuracy is for all variations in the parameters of recent popularity. As with Noah, there is a reduction in total incorrectly predicted events by approximately five percent. Unlike Noah, this reduction does not exhibit a local minimum, but is consistent for increasing values of j (the required majority). We have presented only the workstation and server workloads, but this behavior is consistent across all tested workloads. Figure 9 shows the effect of increasing the j parameter on prediction coverage. As with Noah's stability parameter, increasing the required majority j results in a greater num- 
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. ' ber of events not resulting in a confident prediction. Unlike Noah, this reduction is much less pronounced when shorter per-file successor lists (smaller k parameters) are used. When a list of only ten prior successors is maintained, the prediction omissions do not exceed 20 to 25%, giving a prediction coverage of 75 to 80%. For improving general accuracy, it would appear good to choose lower j and k values, where recent popularity could provide the greatest prediction coverage using the least metadata, and yet still provide good prediction improvement. Maintaining longer per-file successor lists (increased k values) provides a benefit when we consider the specific accuracy of recent popularity. Figure 10 plots the specific inaccuracy of recent popularity compared to the baseline models. We show results for all four tested CMU workloads and Figure 11 shows similar results for sample instructional and research systems from the Berkeley workloads. Between the Berkeley and CMU workloads there is a noticeable difference in the performance of the baseline models, specifically the first successor model performs very poorly compared to last successor. The point we wish to illustrate is the consistency in the behavior of recent pop-ularity across all workloads. We see a steady decrease in specific inaccuracy as we increase the j parameter. Furthermore, this decrease is more pronounced as we increase the k parameter.
With recent popularity, the greater the number of perfile successors maintained (the k parameter), the more pronounced and rapid the effect of increasing the required majority (the j parameter 
Related Work
Our work has drawn from prior work in distributed file systems, predictive prefetching, and data grouping. Griffioen and Appleton presented a file prefetching scheme based on graph-based relationships [6] . Their probability graphs are limited to tracking frequency of access within a particular "look-ahead" window size. On the other hand, our predictors are primily based on immediate recency (succession), Our models are also independent of any concept of look-ahead window size, as we limit our predic- Grouping has been applied for data placement. The earliest such works attempted used frequency-based estimates of access likelihood to optimize the placement of popular data. Attempts to optimally place files on disk were originally done manually, placing frequently accessed files closer to the center of the disk. The need to automate this process was addressed by the work of Staelin and GarciaMolina [20, 21, 221. This work dealt with optimal placement, but offered models based on the assumption that file access events are independent. These approaches made no attempt to capture dynamic relationships between files. The Berkeley Fast File System (FFS) [ 12, 191 includes attempts to group related data, e.g. file data and metadata, into cylinder tracks on disk.
Dynamic groups [23] attempt to exploit inter-file relationships, but require explicit application hints to determine group membership. Earlier work on the automatic detection of working sets includes the work of Tait and Duchamp [XI. The Seer project also attempted to use file groups, but for mobile file hoarding [ 101. Seer used a relationship estimator based on the overlap of file open and close events, and applied a clustering algorithm to build file hoards from such related files. In our approach we are not dependent on such a specific measures of inter-file relationship, and make no attempt to construct a large file hoard. Instead, we require only knowledge of the sequence of file access events, and determine arbitrarily accurate inter-file relationships. Examples of the state of the art in automated file grouping include C-FFS [5] (collocating FFS), which bases grouping on a directory-membership heuristic, and Hummingbird [ 171 which utilizes the underlying structure of web files. In contrast, our model does not require any knowledge of underlying data structures, as our predictors establish succession predictions based on observed file access behavior, as opposed to inference from file location or content.
Conclusion
We have defined general and specific accuracy as distinct measures of prediction accuracy. The former indicating total events correctly predicted and useful for predictors used in prefetching, while the latter indicates the accuracy of predictions offered by a prediction model that can decline to make a prediction if its criteria are not satisfied.
We presented two predictors with such criteria, Noah with a simple stability parameter, and the new Recent Popularity predictor. Both predictors are capable of reducing the number of predictions made in exchange for an increased likelihood of those predictions being accurate. Recent popularity shows more consistent improvements in general accuracy than Noah, and the additional ability to trade metadata requirements for greater sensitivity to the prediction criteria.
When prediction accuracy is strictly more important than the number of predictions offered, trace-based evaluation has demonstrates error rates as low as 2%, while offering predictions for more than 60% of all file access events. Predictions for more events can be made at the expense of reductions in accuracy, and for both Noah and recent popularity this trade-off is controlled through one simple numeric parameter.
